In this paper two main stages for image classification has been presented. Training stage consists of collecting images of interest, and apply BOVW on these images (features extraction and description using SIFT, and vocabulary generation), while testing stage classifies a new unlabeled image using nearest neighbor classification method for features descriptor. Supervised bag of visual words gives good result that are present clearly in the experimental part where unlabeled images are classified although small number of images are used in the training process.
Introduction
Recognition is the main problem of learning visual categories and classify new instances to those categories. Vision task almost relies on the capability to identify objects, scenes, and categories. Visual recognition has different applications that contact with many areas of artificial intelligence and information retrieval e.g. content based image, data mining, or object identification for mobile robots [1] .
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) make it possible to search for and classify images. Images can be analyzed based on their features (such as color, textures, shape or edge). Keypoints are salient image patches that contain rich local information of an image, and they can be automatically detected using various detectors [2] .
Local features have been widely used, the most well-known local features detection and description approaches are Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). To find images similar to a query image, all images feature descriptors must be compared using some distance measures. Bag of Words (BoW) method has gained popularity. In BoW method, get clustered vectors of image features and create histograms (number of features occurrence) based on features descriptor. All the obtained descriptors in the histogram must be compared [3] .
Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) model in computer vision represents image as visual words. The concept of BoVW is extract from the idea of Bag of Words (BoW) in the text document, therefore this techniques for text classification easily viable to the problem of image classification [4] .
The remaining of this paper includes the following: section 2 presents a review about the existing works on image classification and Bag of Word. Section 3 presents the concept of Scale Invariant Feature Transform method. Section 4 presents a general concept of clustering and k-means clustering algorithm. Section 5 presents Euclidean distance metric for corresponding features comparison process. Section 6 presents K-Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm. Section 7 presents Bag of Visual Words approach. Section 8 presents image classification based on bag of visual words algorithm. Section 9 presents images of interest and the experimental results when running the algorithm on unlabeled images. Section 10 presents conclusion of this work.
Related Work
Various surveys for image classification using BoVW can be found, in literatures below some of those which are most related to this work:
1. Scherer, Paweł Staszewski, and Piotr Woldan presents method to classify and retrieve visual words using a novel relational database architecture. This work created a special database indexing algorithm, which will significantly speed up answering to visual query-by-example SQL queries in relational databases. The proposed method tested on three classes of visual objects and divided them into learning and testing examples. The testing set consists of 15% images from the whole dataset. Local keypoint generated before the learning procedure for all images using the SIFT algorithm. All simulations were performed on a hyper virtual machine [3] .
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
SIFT is a local features detection and description algorithm, it is able to provide steady point for matching image. SIFT is popular algorithm for detecting important points which are invariant to image translation, image rotation, image scaling, and image lightening variation. SIFT is patent algorithm and take dense processing cost that make it too slow [6] .
SIFT composed of four main stages: (a) detect scale space, (b) localize keypoints, (c) assign orientation, and (d) describe keypoints. The first step is define a location and a scales of the interest points using the extrema of scale space in the DoG (Difference of Gaussian) functions with various values of σ. Different scale of images created by using different value of σ in Gaussian function (σ in every scale separated by k that is constant value), then Subtract consecutive images to create DoG pyramid. DOG was used instead of Gaussian to increase the processing speed. After that the Gaussian image down sampled by 2 and create DoG to down sampled image. Gaussian function shown in equation (1) and DoG shown in equation (2) Local extrema obtained by comparing every pixel after DoG with 26 other pixels (eight neighbor pixels at the current pixel's level and nine pixels in the upper level and nine pixels in the lower level. When the compared pixel is extrema (minimum than all 26 pixels or maximum than all 26 pixels), pixel position and scale are saved. In the keypoint localization step, low contrast points and points at edge are eliminated. Intervention point is also eliminated by using (2×2) Hessian matrix [7] [9].
The descriptors build by calculating the [10] .
The existence of large number of features will produce irrelevant or redundant features that increasing the processing time and can also affect the accuracy. The aim of feature selection is to reduce feature space dimensionality and to keep the distinctive features [11] .
K-means clustering Algorithm
Clustering is unsupervised iterative method that classify group of points into clusters based on similarity. The similarity measure frequently depending on distance methods e.g. Euclidean distance to classify points in groups (or clusters) [12] .
K-means clustering algorithm is an unsupervised classification procedure which classifies or groups the objects automatically into K number of group where each group contain points that have minimum distance between them. K-means is also called Cmeans or ISODATA clustering method. Kmeans algorithm initialize clusters center (or centroids) by selecting samples at random from training vectors. K-means is repeated method which used to collect data into groups and these groups change every iteration [13] . K-means algorithm described as follows [12] : 1) Select integer number k at random that represent the number of centroid. 2) Compute the average distance between every data point and centroids using Euclidean distance equation (4). 3) The data point assigned to the cluster when distance between data point and cluster center is minimum than the distances with other centroids. 4) Repeat calculation of the new centroid using: 
Euclidean distance
Euclidean distance is considered as the standard metric for geometrical problems. It is simply the ordinary distance between two points. Euclidean distance is extensively used in clustering and classification problems. It is the default distance measure used with the Kmeans and k-nearest neighbor algorithms. The Euclidean distance determines the root of square differences between the coordinates of a pair of objects as shown in equation (4) 
. …(4)
Where P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) is the First point, P 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) is the second point.
K-Nearest Neighbor
The K Nearest Neighbor classifier (or called instance based classifier) is a traditional nonparametric classification algorithm that gives good performance for best value of k. The KNN classifier performs classification of unlabeled image by relating the unlabeled image's features to the labeled features depending on distance function (equation (4)) or similarity measure. In the k nearest neighbor a test sample allocates to the class that frequently describe among the k nearest training samples. If two or more such classes exist, then the test sample is assigned the class with minimum average distance to it [14] .
Bag of Visual words (BoVW)
The image has keypoints or local features identified as prominent image regions that have rich local information (such as color or texture) and these features can be detected using different detection and description method. Detected features are then split to a number of clusters using the K-means clustering algorithm where each cluster will have features with similar descriptors and encodes each keypoint by the index of the cluster to which it belongs this is called vector quantization (VQ) technique [2] .
The VQ can be considered as a generalization of scalar quantization to the quantization of a vector. The VQ encoder encodes a given set of k-dimensional data vectors with a much smaller subset. The subset C is called a codebook and its elements C i are called codewords, codevectors, reproducing vectors, prototypes or design samples. The commonly used vector quantizers are based on nearest neighbor called Voronoi or nearest neighbor vector quantizer [13] .
Each cluster represented by a visual word that represents the specific local pattern participated by the keypoints in that cluster, so a visual word vocabulary identifies all types of local patterns of image. The image can be identifies as a bag of visual words, or in other words, as a visual-word vector containing the number (weight) of each visual word in image (i.e., the number of keypoints in the corresponding cluster), which in classification task can be used as a feature vector [2] .
BoVW approach in general creates supervised classifiers depend on visual words taken from labeled images for label prediction of a new image. Therefore the clustering method creates a visual words vocabulary to describe different local patterns in images. The clusters number defines the size of the vocabulary that can vary from hundreds to more than tens of thousands. By mapping the keypoints to visual words each image can be represented as a "bag of visual words" [2] .
BoVW for new unlabeled images calculated in a similar way: local features extraction from image and features description, projection of these descriptors on the dictionary calculated previously by the training set, and histogram calculation of each visual word appearance of the dictionary [5] .
Proposed Algorithm
The proposed Algorithm of image classification using bag of visual words can be described by two main algorithms training algorithm and testing algorithm as follows:
Training Algorithm Input (collection of image) Output (k -clusters, k -visual word)
Step 1: Collect set of images for each class of interest (in this paper the experimental class of interest are Car, Motor, and Ship).
Step 2: Apply BoVW on collected images. BoVW consists of three main steps: 1. Extract keypoints from images using SIFT feature detection and description algorithm. 2. Create descriptor for each extracted keypoints. 3. Clustering features using k-means clustering algorithm (Create visual vocabulary using vector quantization of descriptor space) and save the resulting "visual words".
Testing Algorithm Input (k -visual word)
Output (labeled image)
Step 1: Open unlabeled new image.
Step 2: Extract and describe features of unlabeled image using SIFT.
Step 3: Extract visual word (centroid) for testing image.
Step 4: Calculate the nearest neighbor using Euclidean distance between visual word of tested image and visual words of training images.
Step 5: Take the decision: compare extracted features of unlabeled image with visual words extracted in training stage.
The new image classified by finding the smallest distance between the new image's feature vector and the feature vectors of clusters obtained in the learning phase (unlabeled image belong to the cluster that have smallest distance with it based on their feature vectors or the differencing between histograms of unlabeled image and training cluster are the smallest histogram differencing which indicate that the two clusters are Converged).
Experimental Results
Quantitative performance of algorithms is reported in terms of sensitivity, specificity. Sensitivity is the fraction of positive class sample correctly classified (the ability of the classifier to find all the positive samples). Specificity is the fraction of negative class sample correctly identified. Accuracy is the proportion of true results, either true positive or true negative, in a population. It measures the degree of veracity of a diagnostic test on a condition [15] . Note that, TP (true positive): represents the number of images correctly labeled with corresponding class by the algorithm, FP (false positive): represents the number of images not exist in training set but labeled as one of the clusters (unexpected result), FN (false negative): represents the number of Missing images, TN (true negative): represents the number of images not exist in training set and not labeled correctly [15] .
The program written using VisualBasic.net programming language, data set for three different classes was used for training process (car, ship, and motor) every data set have 16 images.
First data set (car class):
Second data set (ship class):
Third data set (Motorbike class): The experimental results of (16) unlabeled images (tested images) present in Table (1) shows the performance of nearest neighbor classification method based on bag of visual words.
Nearest neighbor based on Euclidean distance for (16) tested image will present in Table ( 2), where the distance calculated using x,y position of tested image centroid and x,y position of training images centroid in each cluster. At the right side of Table ( 2) the original image type while at the left side the distance with each cluster the minimum distance describe the class of tested image. 
